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Greetings from the President
Dear Reader:

Special points of
interest:

How very proud we are to have graduated, in March 2010, our first candidates, Heather Pyle, PsyD and Kim
Vaz, PhD, LMHC. (See page 3). Both transferred in 2005 from the Carter Jenkins Center and finished their
training here at TBIPS, and, as founding board members, aided in the development of the TBIPS mission and
its curriculum. As advanced candidates, both taught courses and now remain on faculty and the Board of Di-



Greetings from
the President

rectors. Dr. Pyle also serves as TBIPS Treasurer. We congratulate their achievements!
We also congratulate TBIPS and say Happy 5th Birthday (page 2). TBIPS continues to grow, adding increasing
numbers of students and candidates, an indication of the burgeoning interest in contemporary psychoanalytic
theories and ideas.



Training at TBIPS

We offer discussion groups, training programs, and we interface with cultural programs pertaining to film, art,
and television. We are equally proud to sponsor a coterie of mental health clinicians who, along with psychoanalytic organizations across the country, provide pro bono or very low fee psychoanalytic psychotherapy to



Logo Meaning

the families of veterans of the Afghani and Iraqi conflicts. [Should you know such a family of a veteran in need
of mental health services, please refer them to Veterans Family Initiative (VFI) at 813-908-5080.]

 Upcoming Psychoanalytic Activities
in Tampa

Looking forward to another productive and thought-provoking year, and to hearing from you,
Lycia Alexander-Guerra, MD
President, Tampa Bay Institute for Psychoanalytic Studies, Inc
Co-Chair, Veterans Family Initiative
14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy
Tampa, FL 33618-2401
813-908-5080

Mobius Strip Logo

Ehrenberg wrote that the
analytic dialogue, including intersubjective experience, where
transference is not separate from
countertransference, requires

“something like turning our ex-

connected. Just as the inside and

perience ‘inside out’—opening …

outside worlds of human experi-

the ‘internal boundary’ of the rela-

ence are contextualized in one

tionship and explicating our ex-

another, the past always contextu-

perience from inside. “

alized in the present, the present

TBIPS chose as its logo the
mobius strip (a common symbol
for the interconnectedness of
things and for infinity) because its
inside and outside are inextricably

in the past, and foreground experience always embedded in
background relationship and
meaning, so, too, the analytic dialogue has no ‘inside’ and no
‘outside.’
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Training in Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy

TBIPS embraces pluralism and
emphasizes a comprehensive
contemporary view of
psychoanalysis and features a

The TBIPS training program repre-

varying schools of thought and to

sents the most current, up-to-date

engage and encourage candidates

theories in psychoanalytic thought.

to think critically about psychoana-

TBIPS embraces pluralism and

lytic concepts.

emphasizes a comprehensive contemporary view of psychoanalysis

multi-cultural and theoretically

within the context of a mutually

diverse faculty, including, but

shared and respectfully open para-

not limited to, expertise in

digm between faculty and candidates. We offer a multi-cultural

Intersubjectivity, Relational,

and theoretically diverse faculty,

and Self Psychology.

including, but not limited to, expertise in Intersubjectivity, Relational, and Self Psychology, whose
teaching style is student focused
with the goal of offering the opportunity for dialogue between

Inquiries Welcome.
To Apply:
Contact Lycia Alexander‐
Guerra at
14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy,
Tampa, 33618
813‐908‐5080;
or go to tbipstraining
@gmail.com

Payment Plans available.

Faculty:
Lycia Alexander‐Guerra, MD
Nancy Brehm, PhD
Horacio Arias, MD
Heather Pyle, PsyD
Arnold Schneider, PhD
Edward Stein, MD
Kim Vaz, PhD

Visiting Faculty:
Ghislaine Boulanger, PhD
William Player, PhD
Bruce Reiss, PhD
Anthony Virsida, PhD
Seminars may be taken individually or as part of certificate programs in psychoanalytic psychotherapy or psychoanalysis

Happy Birthday to TBIPS, now 5 years old!
The Tampa Bay Institute for Psychoanalytic Studies, Inc was incorporated in the summer of 2005, founded
by more than a dozen local clinicians and psychoanalysts, three of whom were, at the time, recently trans‐
ferred candidates. Seeking a more egalitarian approach to psychoanalytic and psychoanalytic psychother‐
apy training, and with a mission to educate mental health professionals with a diverse curriculum which
embraced pluralism, TBIPS currently offers contemporary views in theory and technique. That last year’s
class returned in full, and this year has added to its number, speaks to the success of the educational
grounding in a setting in which faculty and candidates discuss openly their opinions, views, and clinical ex‐
periences, and speaks to the growing interest in contemporary thought in the field of psychoanalysis.
When a portion of its Board of Directors resigned in January 2008 to follow a more traditional training ap‐
proach, splitting into, and now allowing for three or four Tampa Bay area programs or groups, TBIPS is
proud to have stayed committed to offering the most contemporary ideas in the state, embracing Intersub‐
jective and Relational ideas (some ‘hot off the press’) alongside Self, Object Relations, and Ego psycholo‐
gies. The local psychoanalytic society, with so many programs after January 2008, gave up its exclusive af‐
filiation with TBIPS, but continues as a source of support to TBIPS and others. For example, it co‐sponsored
CE credits for our four week trauma workshop “Healing Haunted Lives” in 2008, and will offer CE credits for
our up‐coming weekend workshop Relational Technique and Therapeutic Action Sept 25 and 26, 2010 fea‐
turing Bruce Reis, PhD (see page4).
TBIPS continues to offer courses (see page 8), training for certification (see page 12) , and two biweekly
Study Groups (see page 5). We are honored to have received, over the years, financial support from Mr.
Bob Silverman (offering a supervisory stipend/scholarship for candidates) and, recently, to have received
donations of hundreds of psychoanalytic texts for our new library. We are also pleased to be able to con‐
tinue to offer tuition scholarships.
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TBIPS Proudly Graduates Its First Psychoanalytic Candidates
Dr. Heather Pyle is a founding member, faculty member, and Treasurer of
the Tampa Bay Institute for Psychoanalytic Studies, Inc (TBIPS) in Tampa,
FL. She serves on the Editorial Board of Psychoanalytic Abstracts, as the
Southern Representative on the Board of Directors for Section V of the Di‐
vision of Psychoanalysis (39), American Psychological Association, and as
Chair of the Candidate Outreach Committee of the Division of Psycho‐
analysis (39). She is also a faculty member of the Southeast Florida Insti‐
tute for Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy (SEFIPP) in Fort Lauderdale,
FL. Professional areas of interest include relational psychoanalysis, inter‐
subjectivity, attachment theory, gender, and trauma. Dr. Pyle is in private
practice providing psychoanalysis, psychotherapy, couples therapy, super‐
vision, and consultation.

Kim Vaz, PhD, LMHC is a founding board member and faculty member of
TBIPS and is a regular contributor to TBIPS's blog,Contemporary Psycho‐
analytic Musings. She is former Chair, after many years on faculty there, of
the Department of Women’s Studies at the University of South Florida.
She has edited Black women in America (1995) and Oral narrative research
with Black women (1997) both from Sage Publications; and The woman
with the artistic brush: A life history of Yoruba batik artist Nike Davies from
M.S. Sharpe Publications (1997). She has also co‐edited Many Floridas:
Women Envisioning Change (with Rhonda Ovist, Judy Hayden, and Sharon
Masters, 2007); Florida without Borders: Women at the Intersections of
the Local and Global (with Judy Hayden and Sharon Masters,
2008); Benefiting by Design: Women of Color in Feminist Psychological Re‐
search (with Chemba Raghavan and Arlene Edwards, 2009) all with Cam‐
bridge Scholars Publishing. She coordinates the Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society's film series. Dr. Vaz is
currently an associate professor of Psychological and Social Foundations in the College of Education at the
University of South Florida. Her area of research is on cultural practices produced by communities that have
experienced large group, social trauma, currently the psychoanalysis of culture, especially the popular and
religious cultures of New Orleans and the Mississippi Gulf Coast. She is also interested in the socio‐cultural
context in which learning takes place. She maintains a small private practice in Tampa, FL..
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Tampa Bay Institute for Psychoanalytic Studies Special Event
(SPECIAL COURSE OFFERING)
Weekend Course Saturday, Sept 25, 2010 (9am‐5pm), Sunday, Sept 26, 2010 (9am‐4pm)

Relational Technique and Therapeutic Action
Instructor: Bruce Reis (NYU Post Doc in Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis)
Venue: Club Redington, Fisrt Floor, North Rec. Room at 17408 Gulf Blvd., Reddington, FL 33708
Cost: $300. ($250 if enrolled in one additional course at TBIPS; $200 if enrolled in two additional.)
This course is designed to elucidate some of the differences between classical and postclassical psy‐
choanalytic technique, for it is crucial to appreciate the different assumptions underlying each.
Dr. Reis will compare assumptions about minds and clinical process in relational and other traditions,
and the reasoning behind an analyst’s decision to intervene or not to intervene, whether the analyst
needs “reasons” to intervene, or even whether the analyst sees what they do as “intervening,” with
the ultimate goal to self reflect on what we do and don’t do in our consulting rooms. We will, in dis‐
cussion, explore how we locate each of our selves in the ongoing debates within our field.
13 CE credits available, co‐sponsored by the Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society, for full attendance .
Objectives:
1) To differentiate the assumptions of classical and postclassical psychoanalytic approaches to mind
and illustrate how a theory of technique follows from those assumptions.
2) To examine the specific areas of technique that relational psychoanalysts claim as responsible for
the mode of therapeutic action (e.g. disclosure, enactment, influence).
3) To consider and critically discuss the often posed question of what constitute the limits or pa‐
rameters of relational psychoanalytic technique.
TBIPS Registration Form Relational Technique and Therapeutic Action Sept 25 and 26, 2010
Name______________________________________
Discipline _____________________ Degree_____ State ____ License # _________
Address_____________________________________________
City__________________________________________ State____ Zip___
Phone____________________________
E‐Mail_____________________________
$_____ Total amount Enclosed
Please Make Check Payable to: TBIPS, Inc. Please mail completed registration forms and check to:
TBIPS, Inc. 14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa, FL 33618
Refund Policy: 85% refunds available for cancellations received at least seven days prior to start of
course.
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION FOR ALL LEARNERS on page 7.
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Study Groups

Study groups in Relational and Self Psychologies are going strong in their third year, continuing to meet two Fridays a
month each. Self Psychology Study Group meets the first and third Friday of the month and Relational the second
and fourth Friday. Local clinical mental health professionals convene at 300 S. Hyde Park Ave at 2:00 pm, and
participants from Gainesville and Orlando join by conference call.
Self Psychology, developed by Kohut to work with narcissistic disorders, utilizes empathy both as a
technique to access the patient’s inner world and as its main tool. Kohut believed that the therapist was to
provide selfobject experiences. He did not emphasize drives, but, instead, saw the lack of
parental mirroring, or of allowing for idealization and twinship, as a failure of empathy. His ideas influenced
attachment theorists. Kohut posited that lack of attunement impedes the development of psychic structures
which are used to manage anxiety and other potentially overwhelming affects. Failure to regulate these can
lead to excessive sexual and aggressive drive derivatives. (Note the ego psychology component). Because
failure to be perfectly empathic and attuned, whether a parent or a therapist, is inevitable, Kohut believed
rupture and repair are required for transformation. While Self psychology remains a one person psychology
(the subjective experience of the patient is privileged) and because who the analyst is, is not germane to the
process of the analysis, its potential for intersubjectivity and perspectival realism, with its technique of
empathy (immersed in the patient’s point of view, and not in some objective ‘truth’), as well as participation
of the analyst to correct developmental deficiencies, greatly influenced relational thinkers. Likewise, self
psychologists do not see humans as primarily driven by drives, but, instead, focus on affective relational
configurations. The developmental aspects of empathy and the emotional availability of the therapist are
thought to foster reactivation of the arrested developmental process.
Contemporary relational psychoanalytic theorists, influenced by postmodernism in literary, feminist, and
philosophical thought, began in the last century to deconstruct essential assumptions about such things as
transference, authority, and what is mutative. They have posited a ‘constructivist’ approach about what goes
on between people, which is dialogic, dialectical, intersubjective, and interpersonal, and includes how
memories are co-constructed. “Co-creation” extends as well to both transference and countertransference,
though contributions from patient and therapist are asymmetric. Relational theory is made up of many
perspectives, many voices. It values deepening relationships and enriching experience, as well as making
meaning out of personal existence. This includes a leaning toward authenticity on the part of both therapist
and patient, as well as an appreciation that what is authentic, true, and real can never be completely known.
Uncertainty and paradox, therefore, are understood to be essential. Relationship is privileged alongside
insight, because of the appreciation that the therapist always has an impact on enactments, transference,
and free association. Relational theorists, including some intersubjectivists, believe that mental life must be
studied within a contextualized, two-person, interpersonal environment.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION FOR ALL LEARNERS continued from page 4.
None of the planners and presenters of this CME program have any relevant financial relationships to disclose.
Continuing Education Credits: This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and Policies of the
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint sponsorship of The American Psychoanalytic Association and
the (insert your organization). The American Psychoanalytic Association is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for
physicians and takes responsibility for the content, quality, and scientific integrity of this CME activity. The American Psychoanalytic Association
designates this educational activity for a maximum of 4 hours in category 1 credit towards the AMA Physician’s Recognition Award. Each physician
should claim only those hours of credit that he/she actually spent in the educational activity. IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION FOR ALL
LEARNERS: None of the planners and presenters of this CME program have any relevant financial relationships to disclose.
The Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society has been approved by the Florida Dept. of Health to provide Continuing Education Accreditation to
Psychologists (Provider # PCE‐46, Exp. 5/10) and Clinical Social Workers, Marriage & Family Therapists, Mental Health Counselors (Provider # BAP
423, Exp. 3/11). The Society certifies that these courses meet the requirements of the Board on an hour‐per‐hour basis for continuing education
credits.
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Featured Faculty
Susan Horky received her BA from Yale University in 1979 and her MSW
from the Smith College School for Social Work. She received a post‐
graduate certificate in Psychodynamic Psychotherapy from the Boston In‐
stitute from Psychotherapy in 1989. She is also a Certified Group Psycho‐
therapist. Susan Horky, LCSW is the Co‐Director of, and social work faculty
in, the University of Florida Pediatric Pulmonary Center (PPC) Training Pro‐
gram. This program, located in the UF College of Medicine, provides train‐
ing in the provision of interdisciplinary, culturally competent, and family‐
centered care of children and families, using both clinical and public
health approaches.
In her role at the PPC, Susan provides direct services (psychosocial assessment, information and re‐
ferral, brief counseling and long term therapy) to children with chronic respiratory conditions and
their families. She also supervises master’s degree, doctoral and post‐graduate social work students
and teaches students from medicine, nutrition, respiratory care and nursing. Along with other PPC
faculty, Susan provides continuing education and consultation to practicing health professionals. She
has given talk locally and nationally and has participated in the development of several online train‐
ing modules. Her interests in the healthcare setting include enhancing the patient‐provider relation‐
ship and providing family‐centered, culturally competent care. She is currently PI on a clinical and
research project in which teens with chronic illness are loaned camcorders and asked to teach pro‐
viders what their lives are like.
Prior to moving to Gainesville in 1997, Susan lived in Boston. She worked in the Massachusetts Gen‐
eral Hospital outpatient Social Work Department and had a private practice. Susan’s psychotherapy
interests lie in long‐term, psychodynamic psychotherapy with individuals, couples and groups. Her
theoretical style integrates aspects of relational and self psychology.
Susan participates in both the Relational and Self Psychology study groups at TBIPS and leads, for the
second year in a row, the TBIPS Continuing Case seminar.
Susan lives with her husband, Ralph, and their beagle, Boogie, in Gainesville. When not working, she
enjoys anything outdoors (including daily runs and walks with Ralph and Boogie), and reading.
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Featured Student
Dr. Patrick O’Connell begins his second year of courses
at TBIPS this year and continues to offer his experience
and expertise to discussions amongst students and fac‐
ulty. He writes: I have been in private practice in Flor‐
ida since 1996 with offices in Clearwater and St. Pe‐
tersburg. I see primarily adults and older adolescents,
but it's been a long and circuitous road from where I
was to where I am today. After receiving my BA de‐
gree in Psychology, I worked in a small private psychi‐
atric hospital, a Quaker institution, in Philadelphia. I
figured that was where the action was so I would start
there. The experience was memorable because the job
requirement was just to sit with the inpatients and talk with them. The therapy was left to the psy‐
chiatrists; this was the early 70's, before psychopharmacology completely dominated inpatient treat‐
ment. The experience was critical to my decision to pursue psychotherapy as a career. I spent many
of the following years working in various inpatient units, in county and state hospitals. Along the
way I picked up a master’s degree and Psy.D., working in the field as I went to school. Being exposed
to such severe pathology and raw primary process thinking in psychiatric units had, overall, a benefi‐
cial effect for me. I feel it gave me the courage to mentally go with patients and stay with them as
they plunged into frightening parts of themselves. It was while working at New Jersey State Hospital
that I had my first analysis. I later pursued some institute training at the New York School for Psy‐
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TBIPS Program Offerings 2010-2011

About our Program: TBIPS is a professional community which embraces pluralism and a comprehensive con‐
temporary view of psychoanalysis within the context of a mutually respectful and open learning atmosphere.
We invite you to:
* Deepen and develop your clinical skills. * Join colleagues to network and share practical issues.
* Enroll in an individual class or in a training program:
Two year certificate program in Psychoanalytic psychotherapy
Four year certificate program in Psychoanalysis
Courses:
Classes are open to mental health professionals with an interest in psychoanalytic ideas. The courses may be
taken independently, but, in order to optimally elaborate concepts, we suggest that you enroll in the full se‐
mester.
Distance Learning:
Long distance learning options available through use of Skype video conferencing.
Fall Semester 2010 and Spring Semester 2011 will emphasize the contemporary relational approach to psy‐
choanalytic technique and theories.

Fall Semester 2010
Clinical Case Conference
This course is designed to support the clinician’s work and offers opportunity to integrate clinical material
with psychoanalytic concepts, including ethics, and ways to deepen the psychoanalytic process, with a focus
on the therapist’s self reflection, the clinical relationship, and ways to facilitate what is mutative for the pa‐
tient. Attendees are encouraged to present their own case material.
(16weeks) Instructor: Susan Horky
Meets Weds, 345‐515pm (Sept 15, 22, 29; Oct 6, 13, 20, 27; Nov 3, 10, 17; Dec 1, 8, 15, 2010; and Jan 5, 12,
19, 2011)
Narcissism and Development of Shame Throughout the Life Cycle
This course offers a contemporary understanding of narcissism, both its developmentally appropriate and
pathological aspects. It includes discussion on shame, envy, rage, deficits in mentalization, as well as how to
treat these in the clinical situation, with an emphasis on recognition, containment, empathy and mirroring.
(16 weeks) Instructor: Lycia Alexander‐Guerra
Meets Weds, 530‐700pm (Sept 15, 22, 29; Oct 6, 13, 20, 27; Nov 3, 10, 17; Dec 1, 8, 15, 2010; and Jan 5, 12,
19, 2011)
Relational Technique and Therapeutic Action (SPECIAL COURSE OFFERING)
See page 4
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Spring Semester 2011
Developmental Issues in the Analytic Setting
This course will examine the ways in which development informs our clinical
work with adult patients. Life events and developmental transformations
throughout the lifespan will be explored in terms of their relevance for adult
treatment. Papers will be paired with clinical material. We will address major
developmental concepts in this course. (16 weeks) Instructor: Heather Pyle
Meets Weds 200‐330pm (Jan 26; Feb 2, 9, 16, 23; Mar 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Apr 6,
20, 27, May 4, 11, 18, 2011)

Clinical Case Conference
This course is designed to support the clinician’s work and offers opportunity
to integrate clinical material with psychoanalytic concepts, including ethics,
and ways to deepen the psychoanalytic process, with a focus on the therapist’s
self reflection, the clinical relationship, and ways to facilitate what is mutative
for the patient. Attendees are encouraged to present case material. (16weeks) Instructor: Lycia Alexan‐
der‐Guerra; Nancy Brehm Meets Weds 345‐515pm (Jan 26; Feb 2, 9, 16, 23; Mar 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Apr 6,
20, 27, May 4, 11, 18, 2011)
Relational Concepts and Implications for Treatment
This course will explore the relational co‐creation of the treatment situation, reviewing influences on
Relational ideas and technique from Object Relations, Interpersonal, Intersubjectivity, and Self Psychol‐
ogy. We will discuss: mutuality, intersubjectivity, dissociation, disclosure, as well as look at clinician con‐
tribution to the therapeutic matrix, among other topics. (16 weeks) Instructors: Horacio Arias, with Ly‐
cia Alexander‐Guerra Meets Weds 530‐700pm (Jan 26; Feb 2, 9, 16, 23; Mar 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Apr 6, 20,
27, May 4, 11, 18, 2011)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
TBIPS Registration Form
Name______________________________________
Discipline _____________________ Degree_____ State ____ License # _________
Address_____________________________________________
City__________________________________________ State____ Zip___
Phone____________________________
E‐Mail_____________________________
Request Long Distance Learning (check one, if applicable): ___phone

or

___Skype
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Fall Semester 2010
___ Clinical Case Conference
Meets 16 Wednesdays, 345‐515pm
(Sept 15, 22, 29; Oct 6, 13, 20, 27; Nov 3, 10, 17; Dec 1, 8, 15; Jan 5, 12, 19)
Fee: $250 for a single course; $200 if enrolled in full semester
Registration deadline August 27, 2010
Venue: 14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa, FL 33618
___ Narcissism and Development of Shame Throughout the Life Cycle
Meets 16 Wednesdays, 530‐7 00pm
(Sept 15, 22, 29; Oct 6, 13, 20, 27; Nov 3, 10, 17; Dec 1, 8, 15; Jan 5, 12, 19)
Fee: $250 for a single course; $200 if enrolled in full semester.
Venue: 14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa, FL 33618
SPECIAL COURSE OFFERING
___Relational Concepts and Implications for Treatment
A weekend workshop on Saturday, September 25 and Sunday September 26th, 2010
Sat 9am‐12pm and 1‐5pm (one hour for lunch on your own); Sunday 9am‐12pm and 1‐4pm
Taught by Bruce Reis, PhD. of the NYU Post doc Program for Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy
CEUs available for this course only: 13 hrs (CEUs sponsored by Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society)
Venue: Club Redington, Northern Rec. Room, first floor: 17408 Gulf Blvd, Redington, Fl, 33708
Fee: $300; $250 if enrolled in one additional course at TBIPS; $200 if enrolled in two additional.
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Spring Semester 2011
___Developmental Issues in the Analytic Setting
Meets 16 Wednesdays 200‐330pm
(Jan 26; Feb 2, 9, 16, 23; Mar 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Apr 6, 20, 27, May 4, 11, 18, 2011)
Fee: $250 for a single course; $200 if enrolled in full semester
___ Clinical Case Conference
Meets 16 Wednesdays 345‐515pm
(Jan 26; Feb 2, 9, 16, 23; Mar 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Apr 6, 20, 27, May 4, 11, 18, 2011)
Fee: $250 for a single course; $200 if enrolled in full semester
___Relational Concepts and Implications for Treatment
Meets 16 Wednesdays 530‐700pm
(Jan 26; Feb 2, 9, 16, 23; Mar 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Apr 6, 20, 27, May 4, 11, 18, 2011)
Fee: $250 for a single course; $200 if enrolled in full semester
_____ Number courses taking Fall Semester 2010
_____ Number courses taking Spring Semester 2011
$_____ Total amount Enclosed

Please Make Check Payable to: TBIPS, Inc. Please mail completed registration forms and check to:
TBIPS, Inc.
14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy
Tampa, FL 33618
Refund Policy:
85% refunds available for cancellations received at least seven days prior to start of course.
TBIPS Faculty:
Lycia Alexander‐Guerra, MD
Horacio Arias, MD
Nancy Brehm, PhD
Heather Pyle, PsyD
Edward Stein, MD
Kim Vaz, PhD, LMHC

TBIPS Visiting Faculty:
Ghislaine Boulanger, PhD
Jim Fossage, PhD
Susan Horky, LCSW
Lauren Levine, PhD
William Player, PhD
Bruce Reis, PhD

Daniel Shaw, LCSW
Frank Summers, PhD
Judith Teicholz, PhD
Anthony Virsida, PhD

Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society’s Speakers Schedule
The Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society, once the sister organization of TBIPS from TBIPS’ founding in 2005
until January 2008, still cosponsors CE credits for TBIPS conferences and workshops. In gratitude, TBIPS
continues to advertise the Society’s very special Speaker Series:

Sept. 11, 2010 ‐ Sandy Shapiro, MD
October 9, 2010 ‐ Hazel Ipp, PhD
November 13, 2010 ‐ Peter Buirski, PhD
January 15, 2011 ‐ Alan Kindler, PhD
December 2010: no meeting
Feb. 12, 2011 ‐ Mel Slavin, PhD
March 19, 2011 ‐ Dick Geist, PhD
April 9, 2011 ‐ Donna Orange, PhD

‘Check out’ the TBIPS Lending Library located at 14043 N Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa, FL,
33618 by calling 813‐908‐5080 for an appointment to browse our collection. All clinicians
welcome.

Explore the TBIPS blog posts about conferences and films (September through April),
ideas, and papers atwww.tbips.blogspot.com

Training Opportunities Available
Training for certification includes, respectively, two or four years of didactic courses, and personal psycho‐
therapy or psychoanalysis for psychoanalytic psychotherapy or psychoanalysis, plus supervision of psycho‐
therapy or psychoanalytic cases. Contact Lycia Alexander‐Guerra for more information: 813‐908‐5080.

FILM SERIES
Last year, TBIPS board member and, now, recent graduate from TBIPS
psychoanalytic training, Kim Vaz, PhD coordinated the Holocaust Film
Series “Fears of Difference” which, with the Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic
Society and many community sponsors (such as USF Department of
Women’s Studies; the Holocaust Museum in St. Petersburg, FL; The
Tampa Bay Jewish Film Festival; and others) was a huge success. This
year, Dr. Vaz continues to help the Tampa Bay Psychoanalytic Society and
the USF Humanities Institute with their Film Series entitled “Developing
Passions, on Sex, Relationships, and Happiness. ”
From their flyer:
“We spend our lives balancing emotion and reason. We routinely juggle our rational understandings of our
experiences and our intense feelings about those experiences. This is the realm of passion‐‐the emotions
that lead to our greatest sufferings and greatest joys. We all have to negotiate these emotions without de‐
stroying either ourselves or the object of our desire. To tread closer to feelings without losing our footing is
a major theme of this series. Films will be discussed by a panel consisting of at least one clinician and at
least one scholar, each providing their varied perspectives and interpretations of the films. The clinician
will provide a psychoanalytic interpretation of the film and the scholar will discuss it as a work of cinematic
art, treating its style, themes, and cultural significance. Our hope is that these films and our discussions will
help to clarify each film’s artistic value as well as the struggles individuals experience to realize their pas‐
sions. “
This free Film Series at USF Med School (MDA 1097)Sundays at 2pm boasts the following line‐up for 2010‐
11:

Sunday, September 12, 2010 Love and Anarchy, Lina Wertmüller, 1973
Sunday, October 17 , 2010 Eat Drink Man Woman, Ang Lee, 1993
Sunday, November 21, 2010 Broken Embraces, Pedro Almadóvar, 2009
Sunday, January 9, 2011

Kiss of the Spider Woman, Hector Babenco, 1985

Sunday, February 6, 2011 Better than Chocolate, Anne Wheeler, 1999
Sunday, March 6, 2011 Aviva My Love, Shemi Zarhin, 2006
Sunday, April 3, 2011 Hiroshima mon amour, Alain Resnais, 1959

T B I P S New s l e t t e r

Training and Other Programs at T-BIPS
TRAINING
Psychoanalytic courses and certificate programs regularly offered.
DISCUSSION
Discussion groups participants meet biweekly in person or by conference call to discuss
the latest literature in the field of psychoanalysis:
Relational Psychoanalysis Study Group: Relational scholarship, including Object Rela‐
tions, Attachment, Infant research, and many others discussed.
Self Psychological and Intersubjective Psychoanalysis Study Group: discusses the lat‐
est articles, some awaiting publication, in Self and Intersubjectivity.

SERVICE
Veterans Family Initiative (VFI): Inspired by the American Psychoanalytic Association’s
SOFAR program, VFI offers pro bono or very low fee treatment to families of veterans
of the Afghani and Iraqi conflicts. We have over a dozen dedicated and generous men‐
tal health clinicians among our ranks who volunteer.

THE ARTS
Film Series: TBIPS proudly co‐sponsors a community outreach Film Series (2008‐09:
Women in Crisis; 2009‐10: Fear of Difference: Diversity of the Holocaust Experience and
2010‐2011: Developing Passions: On Sex, Relationships and Happiness) bringing a psy‐
choanalytic perspective to the arts and to issues of human experience.
Theater: Group outings to performances of interest, followed by dinner and discussion.

